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leaders, who provide a balanced, evidence-based voice.
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The CCYP will be targeting outcomes that include:
• Establishing a Pan-Canadian expert body to provide guidance and address
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• Advancing the use of technology to improve navigational supports for
employers and job seekers;
• Identifying, elevating and enhancing sectoral capacity to improve job
retention for youth impacted by trauma and/or those living with mental or
disability challenges.

FutureFit AI
FutureFit AI is an AI platform for the Future of Work. Our vision is to build the
world’s most comprehensive and intelligent map of work, skills, & learning to
address the significant and impending negative impact of AI & automation.
Built on over 1 billion data points, FutureFit AI works with enterprises,
organizations, and governments to connect Work, Talent, & Learning data
and map pathways for up/reskilling people for the future. FutureFit AI is a
NextAI venture and has already won awards and recognition from the US
Government, TD Bank, and the Google Social Impact Challenge.
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Introduction

There are a number of major trends that have the potential to shape the future of work - from
automation to demographic shifts to immigration to climate change. In order to respond to
that change, in early 2019 the Government of Ontario decided it was time to transform its
employment services to help more people find and keep quality jobs and increase the number
of businesses finding the right workers with the right skills. Employment and training support
are vital to building a skilled workforce that is prepared for the future, but significant gaps
remain.

Youth Employment and the Future of Work
While cyclical fluctuations and periods of economic recession and slow growth, can hamper
youth employment, there is mounting evidence that major structural trends have been at play
in recent years. Trends in technology such as the emergence and integration of AI in both
common routine and non-routine work tasks, as well as robotics and sophisticated software in
entry-level jobs, are disrupting the kinds of early work experience that youth may traditionally
have access to. Work models such as the gig economy and freelance work are further breaking
up traditional jobs into tasks that can be outsourced digitally. Structural forces have had a
particularly strong impact on labour market conditions for those aged 15 to 19 years of age and
notably at a time when the population of this age group is in decline. Youth unemployment
rates have historically been higher than that of adults, but the gap between them has not
decreased since the early 1990s.1
The result of mixed cyclical and structural trends is a nuanced one. While automation may
cause some tasks to be replaced with machines, flexible, but less stable work models are
also causing a spike in alternative employment growth, which may show up in an increase in
part-time, temporary, and gig work opportunities for youth, depending on the region. This
can have both convenient and dire consequences. A growing share of temporary or shortterm contract jobs in the labour market means youth might need to change jobs more often
than previous generations. A significant portion of unemployed youth are entering the labour
market for the first time, most often having completed their education. These young people
have limited job experience if any and often experience a period of unemployment before
finding their first job. Young workers are also more likely to become unemployed than adult
workers when they do find a job. If the increasing unavailability of stable, full-time work cause
youth to remain underemployed for too long, they may leave the labour force altogether and
rely heavily on social assistance. Research suggests that other long-term consequences of
under- or unemployment also include wage scarring and employers viewing those youth as
of “lower expected productivity”.2
Research also suggests that more than triple the number of Canadian youth are traditionally
employed in jobs that are at higher risk to automation than others.3 The research presented
here demonstrates that, not only are youth employed in high automation-potential occupations,
but that youth in the Muskoka-Kawarthas region are largely employed in industries that are
already experiencing growth decline.
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We conclude that the ability of youth to respond to both cyclical and structural forces at play
in the future of work relies on flexible, demand-driven upskilling and reskilling supports. We
have a more educated youth population than ever before, which means a more competitive
employment landscape for the youth of today looking ahead to tomorrow. Youth, particularly
those from vulnerable populations, will need supports that enable them to transition throughout
their career and capitalize on their natural orientation to digital environments, agility in learning
new things over time, and broad, transferable human skills like communication, teamwork,
and creativity.
Using a combination of real-time labour market information from the FutureFit AI database,
data accessed through the Employment Ontario GeoHub, and leading research on youth
and the future of work in Canada, this report outlines leading trends in the labour market
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas region, overviews critical employment programs and services,
and conducts a comparative analysis on employment service gaps in advance of the Ontario
Employment Transformation.

The Muskoka-Kawarthas Region
The Muskoka-Kawarthas Economic Region (ER) covers the Peterborough Census Metropolitan
Area (CMA) and the census agglomerations (CA) of Kawartha Lakes, Port Hope and Coburg.
In addition, the region spans Northumberland, Peterborough and Haliburton counties as
well as Kawartha Lakes Census Division (CD) and Muskoka District Municipality. This region’s
geographic span is from Lake Ontario at its southern border to Georgian Bay at its northwestern
border. The Muskoka-Kawarthas ER covers an area of 16,854 sq. kms and has a population of
401,849. The Muksoka-Kawarthas region is the traditional territory of the Anishnaabeg and
covered by the Lake Simcoe Treaty 16 and the J. Collins land purchase.
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Summary
Regional Demand
As with other communities in Ontario, the Muskoka-Kawarthas region is experiencing the
effect of shifting regional demand at both an industrial and occupational level. This shift is
partly characterized by a move away from a standard manufacturing base. Unique to the
Muskoka-Kawarthas region, however, it is more reliant on volatile, low skill industries like Retail
Trade and Accommodation and Food Services and likely slower to grow high skill industries.
Using real time labour market information for the years 2014-2018, we verify that industries
like Retail Trade and Manufacturing are indeed continuing to decline but remain as some of the
largest industries for employer demand. This has implications for workers and employment
services in the scenario that a large base of retail and manufacturing workers may need to
transition to other industries over the short term.
Other industries such as Healthcare and Social Assistance continue to expand, while industries
that are traditionally the largest employers of youth are largely in decline (Retail Trade and
Accommodation). If these trends continue, we conclude that at the industrial level, low-skilled
workers in Manufacturing, Retail Trade, and Administrative occupations will likely need some
form of retraining over the next few years.
At the occupational level, labour market information also shows low-skill work mostly
concentrated in Sales Jobs continue to be core sources of employer demand in the Region. Front
facing “human” work will continue to grow giving youth opportunities as Customer Service
Representatives if they can cultivate the right soft skills. The data on skills demand in MuskokaKawarthas shows a steady increase in basic skills like Communication and team-based skills
like Teamwork and Collaboration, with a significant decline in basic Problem Solving. Large
retailers such as Walmart and Loblaws as a source for regional demand continue to decline, as
well as major Accommodation employer, Marriott International. These occupational and skillsbased shifts are likely to limit the kinds of entry-level, low-skill positions youth (particularly,
15-19-year-olds) may have exposure to in the Muskoka-Kawarthas region.

Job Seekers
Adult job seekers in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region face much more favorable opportunities
for employment than those of their youth counterparts. Unemployment across Canada is
at a relative low at 5.5%, and Muskoka-Kawarthas’ rate has also fallen to a low rate of 5.4%,
but is susceptible to dramatic swings tied to season fluctuations caused by employment
concentration in the Retail Trade industry (in Q1 2019 it was up at over 8%). The labour force
participation rate has experienced a small decline since 2017 falling from its peak at 60% to
54.6% in 2019. The decrease in labour participation is likely attributed to an aging population
and increase in retirees leaving the workforce, as is observed throughout Canada and only
expected to increase in the next decade.4
Youth unemployment has decreased significantly over the past few years and is now at about
9.8%. At 2.3% of Ontario’s total youth population, the 58,900 Muskoka-Kawarthas youth
7

increasingly face threats from underemployment and insufficient high-skill work opportunities
due to the Region’s reliance on Retail Trade.

Service Programs
By pulling data from the Employment Ontario GeoHub, this report analyzes a total of five
employment service programs in the Region that include Employment Services (ES), Ontario
Employment Assistance Service (OEAS), Youth Job Connection (YJC), Ontario Works (OW),
and Ontario Disability Services Program (ODSP) over the span of 2016-2018. The report
explores the employment outcomes, service coverage, financial expenditure, program overlap,
youth needs, and overall trends in the reliance of services.
We find that although ES is the largest and most funded program in the Region, despite an
increase to its funding in 2018, it continued to fall below the YJC program by employment rates
three months after program completion. In both Peel and Hamilton-Niagara, ES had steady
and high employment rates compared to other programs. The average expenditure per hire
for ES, however, was low at an average $3,900 per successful hire, while OEAS expenditure
per hire was $12,600 and YJC expenditure per hire was $13,000.
Based on data from Statistics Canada, we also observe an overall decrease in federally
distributed social assistance in Muskoka-Kawarthas through EI in both adults and youth since
2010. The rate of youth requiring EI, however, was relatively high at an average of 28% of the
average caseload over 2014-2019, compared to 6.3% in Peel and 9.7% in Hamilton-Niagara.
Reliance on ES increased over 2016-2018, while OEAS and YJC caseloads decreased in the
Region. Among provincial employment services, there is a relatively large overlap with OW /
ODSP clients and the OEAS and YJC programs.
We conclude with a set of five themes and recommendations that emphasize program
design integrated with real time labour market information and flexible options to address
the diverse needs that youth will have in the future of work. Starting now with expenditure
improvements can lead to overall better short-term employment for those currently benefiting
from employment services. More effective expenditure in programs for youth (YJC) is a key
opportunity for improvements in Muskoka-Kawarthas, due to both its high rate of youth
reliance on federal social assistance and overlap between other programs (OW / ODSP).
The analysis that follows takes a closer look at regional demand by employers in MuskokaKawarthas’ industries, occupations, and skills, as well as the current needs of job seekers and
service gaps and overlaps between employment programs.
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The following section outlines major trends in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region observed
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Regional
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Retail Trade also declined in employer demand from 22.7% in 2016 to 17.6% in 2018. In contrast,
Trade, and Manufacturing. In 2018, however, Health Care and Social Assistance saw growth
other high-skilled service industries like Finance and Insurance have also seen small increases
from 10.7% to 16.9%, while Accommodation and Food Services saw incremental decline from
in demand (10.1% to 13% in 2018). Unlike other regions in Ontario, Manufacturing has been
23.9% in 2015 to just 9.8% in 2019. Traditionally serving as its largest industry, Retail Trade
relatively
stable
fluctuating
between
11% and
13% of
Muskoka-Kawarthas
top other
10 industries.
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other
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Ontario, Manufacturing
relatively
employer
demand
over the
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period 2014-2018.
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between
11%fiand
13% time
of Muskoka-Kawarthas
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The following chart shows the changing industrial composition of the top 10 industries by
employer demand over the five-year time period 2014-2018.

Industry Employment Demand in the Muskoko-Kawarthas Region
Annual, % of Top 10 Industries 2014-2018

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Industry Composition Analysis, 2014-2018.

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Industry Composition Analysis, 2014-2018.
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muskokA-kAWArthAs lArgest
IndustrIes bY emploYer demAnd:

• Retail Trade: 17.6%

Muskoka-Kawarthas
Largest
by16.9%
Employer Demand:
• Health Care and
SocialIndustries
Assistance:
! •Retail
Trade: 17.6%
Manufacturing:
13.3%
! Health Care and Social Assistance: 16.9%
! Manufacturing: 13.3%

IndustrIAl emploYment And Youth

Retail Trade and Accommodation and Food Services have long served as the largest employ-

Industrial
Employment and Youth
ers of youth (aged 19-24) in Ontario, employing as many as 250,000 and 180,000 in 2014,

Retail Trade and Accommodation and Food Services have long served as the largest employers
respectively. Their decline in Muskoka-Kawarthas and across Ontario is likely to have implicaof youth (aged 19-24) in Ontario, employing as many as 250,000 and 180,000 in 2014,
tions for early youth employment causing low-skill youth to turn to more temporary forms of
respectively.5 Their decline in Muskoka-Kawarthas and across Ontario is likely to have
work.
implications for early youth employment causing low-skill youth to turn to more temporary forms
of work.

lArgest IndustrIes for Youth emploYment:

• Retail Trade: : 17.6% (down from 22.3%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas

Largest Industries for Youth Employment:
• Accommodation and Food Service: 9.8% (down from 10%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
1. Retail Trade: 17.6% (down from 22.3%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
• Health Care and Social Assistance: 9.8% (down from 10%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
2. Accommodation and Food Service: 9.8% (down from 10%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
• Construction: <1% (stable) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
3. Health Care and Social Assistance: 16.9% (up from 10.7%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
• Manufacturing: : 13.3% (down from 13.8%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
4. Construction: <1% (stable) in Muskoka-Kawarthas
5. Manufacturing: 13.3% (down from 13.8%) in Muskoka-Kawarthas

The following chart shows the largest industries of youth employment (aged 15-24) in Ontario
over thechart
five-year
2014-2018,ofas
measured
by Statistics
Canada.
The following
showstime
the period
largest industries
youth
employment
(aged 15-24)
in Ontario

over the five-year time period 2014-2018, as measured by Statistics Canada.

Largest Industries of Youth Employment in Ontario
Annual, 2014-2018

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0023-01 Labour force characteristics by industry, annual (x 1,000).

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0023-01 Labour force characteristics by industry,
annual (x 1,000).
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jobs
In 2018, the most common occupations in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region were Sales occupations such as Retail Sales Associate, Customer Service Representative, and Retail Store
Jobs In an analysis of the top ten occupations by employer demand using real time labour
Manager.
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level jobs in Retail Trade, Administration, and Accommodation, although these
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Manager. In an analysis of the top ten occupations by employer demand using real time labour
are
based in industries largely in decline in the region.
market information, recent trends show that youth maintain some exposure to low-skill entry
level jobs in Retail Trade, Administration, and Accommodation, although these occupations are
Of the most common occupations available to youth in Muskoka-Kawarthas, personal care
based in industries largely in decline in the region.
work such as Registered Nurse or Personal Care Aide jobs are forecast to grow with lower
automation
(see Box 1),available
while low
skill occupations
in Retail Trade
andcare
AccommodaOf the most potential
common occupations
to youth
in Muskoka-Kawarthas,
personal
work
tion
are
likely
to
be
automated
in
the
near
future.
such as Registered Nurse or Personal Care Aide jobs are forecast to grow with lower
automation potential (see Box 1), while low skill occupations in Retail Trade and
Accommodation
are likely
to be automated
in the near future.
Top
Occupations
in 2018
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region:
Top Occupations in 2018 in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region:
Ranking

Occupation

% of Top 10

Automation Risk

1

Retail Sales Associate

20.7%

High (92%)

2

Sales Representative

13.1%

High (96%)

3

Customer Service Representative

12.6%

Moderate (55%)

4

Retail Store Manager

10%

Low (28%)

5

Office / Administrative Assistant

9.6%

High (96%)

6

Bookkeeper / Accounting Clerk

8.5%

High (98%)

7

Labourer / Warehouse Worker

7.6%

High (85%)

8

Registered Nurse

6.3%

Low (18%)

9

Security Officer

6.0%

High (84%)

10

Accountant

5.6%

High (94%)

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Occupation Analysis, 2018; Automation Potential Data from Frey and Osborne, 2013.

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Occupation Analysis, 2018; Automation Potential Data from
Frey and Osborne, 2013.
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Occupation Snapshot:

Office / Administrative Assistant
Clerical and Administrative
Performs administrative work in an office. Works in a wide variety of office settings, such as
a company or business, or a government office or school. Manages paper and electronic files,
uses office equipment including computers, responds to phone calls and emails, routes mail
and maintains calendars and schedules.

Job Level: Entry-Level
Automation Score: 96%
Skills: Communication, Microsoft Office, Administrative Support, Scheduling
Next Step Occupations: Legal Support Specialist, Administrative Supervisor, Computer Support Specialist

Box 1: Measuring automation potential of jobs
The impact that current technological trends will have on jobs is not obvious. Some predict
widespread job loss and unemployment, while others anticipate a future where more or better
jobs are created. In an effort to give more clarity on which jobs might be more susceptible
to automation, recent research has attempted to measure impact through estimating the
“automation potential” of each job. Automation potential here refers to the composition of
a certain job in terms of the percentage of tasks, skills, etc. that might be highly likely to be
automated within the next 10-15 years. A 90% automation potential implies that a job is very
likely to be automated or disrupted by automation, while a 10% automation potential means a
job is less likely to be severely impacted. This does not mean that those jobs at a “High Risk”
level (70% and above) will certainly be automated out of existence. Rather, automation potential
should be viewed as just one estimator in measuring potential disruption or displacement due
to the technical potential for automation.
Estimating Automation Potential
In 2013, researchers at the Oxford Martin School, Carl Frey and Michael Osborne, set out
to produce one of the first comprehensive analyses concerning the impact of automation
on jobs.6 Using the United States O*NET taxonomy of 702 occupations, the researchers
used a combination of manual labeling and machine learning to produce a score indicating
the measure of automation potential each job has. According to their findings, 47% of
U.S. employment is at High Risk of automation over the next 10-15 years. Specifically, they
concluded that most workers in Transportation and Logistics, Office and Administration, and
Production Labour are at risk.
While the Frey and Osborne study continues to serve as a common measurement source,
other studies have produced similar and alternative measures to the Frey and Osborne study,
including:
• A study from the OECD finds only 9% of jobs in the U.S. are at high risk7
• Canadian research from the Brookfield Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(BII+E) estimate 42% of Canadian jobs are at high risk8
• A study from McKinsey finds that 50% of work tasks are at high risk of automation9
• Research by Brookings Institution finds only 1/4th of jobs in the U.S. are at high risk10
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A study from McKinsey finds that 50% of work tasks are at high risk of automation9
Research by Brookings Institution finds only 1/4th of jobs in the U.S. are at high
the ChAngIng
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11
mainly routine plant and machine operators, labourers, and assembly jobs.
middle-income jobs, such as those in Manufacturing. From 1998, we can indeed observe that
manufacturing in Canada has largely been in decline across its 23 sub-industries, losing mainly
Today, however, automation is now progressing into the realm of 11the knowledge economy
routine plant and machine operators, labourers, and assembly jobs.
defined by non-routine and cognitive tasks. Driven by recent advancements in artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning, automation is now impacting work found in service
Today, however, automation is now progressing into the realm of the knowledge economy
occupations like Retail Salesperson and Data Entry Clerk. The common threat under this new
defined by non-routine and cognitive tasks. Driven by recent advancements in artificial
paradigm of emerging technologies includes potential impact on the availability of low-skill,
intelligence (AI) and machine learning, automation is now impacting work found in service
low-earning occupations found at lower job levels that may disproportionately affect youth.
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research by the OECD has recently concluded this fact and argued that the youth workforce
12
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globally is particularly
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of level
entry-level
(Job Level 1 and 2)
lies in the High-Risk category above 70%. This is in contrast to occupations in Specialized or
Manager roles at Job Levels 3 and above at the Low Risk level (30% or lower).

Automation Potential is Much Higher in Entry-Level Jobs
Median Automation Score across 679 occupations

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Occupation Analysis, 2018; Automation Potential Data from Frey and Osborne, 2013.
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skIlls
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Our analysis of the top skills demanded by employers over 2014-2018 time period in the
Our analysis of the top skills demanded by employers over 2014-2018 time period in the
Muskoka-Kawarthas Region reflects a broader trend in an “experience mismatch” between
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Skills Demand in the Hamilton-Niagara Region
Annual, 2014-2018

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Skills Analysis, 2014-2018.

Source: FutureFit AI Database and Skills Analysis, 2014-2018.
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Box 2: What are the skills for the future?
Digital skills? Technical skills? Soft skills?...
It can be overwhelming to keep up with study after study coming out on the future of work - all
with a new and improved list of “skills for the future”. From deciphering different terminology
(do we still use the term “soft skill”?) to trying to understand the practical implications, it can
be an impossible task to make sense of the research. Our view is that, at the highest level of
analysis, the skills for the future across occupations will include both a broad and deep set of
skills across three main categories (also known as “T-shaped skills”): human, technical, and
professional. We believe that the broad set across these dimensions are highly likely to be
transferable and used across career transitions (i.e. Sales), while deep skills are developed on
the job specific to the tasks performed in a certain environment (i.e. Enterprise B2B Sales in
Finance).
For the purpose of this report, we classify skills as the following:

• Human: skills that require a human-to-human element in effectively getting work done;
includes skills like Communication, Teamwork, or Collaboration.

• Technical: skills that require a human-to-machine element in effectively getting work done;
includes skills like Microsoft Excel, Python, or SQL.

• Professional: skills that are specialized and required for a specific occupation; includes skills
like Accounting, Customer Service, or Forklift Operation.

A Final Word on Skills for the Future
Recent research published by IBM and reviewed by industry expert Josh Bersin reveal that,
despite all the fuss about digital and technical skills, the real skill needs of employers are largely
“behavioural” (i.e. human).13 Their survey across 50 countries and 5,800 executives found that
professionals of the future will need to be reskilled to deal with AI and new digital environments,
but the biggest gaps lie in skills such as Agility, Time Management, Teamwork / Collaboration,
and Communication.
The findings of the IBM study are largely reflected in the analysis produced here highlighting that
similar human skill needs can already be observed among Muskoka-Niagara region employers,
with Communication and Teamwork / Collaboration at the top of the list.
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Employers

The top (non-government) employers in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region include large
employers in Technology and Manufacturing like General Electric and BWX Technologies and
emploYers
smaller firms in Finance and Insurance like Kawartha Credit Union. Retail companies such as
The
top (non-government)
employers
in the
Muskoka-Kawarthas
Walmart
and Loblaws have steadily
declined
in combined
demand since Region
2016. include large employers in Technology and Manufacturing like General Electric and BWX Technologies and
smaller
firms in Finance
and
Insurance
like Kawartha
Union.
Retail companies
such as
Major hospitality
employer,
Marriott
International,
has alsoCredit
declined
employment
demand since
2016. and Loblaws have steadily declined in combined demand since 2016.
Walmart

Hospitality Demand Down in Muskoka Lakes
Annual Demand Count, 2014-2018

Top Non-Government Employers:
1. BWX Technologies
2. Marriott International (Muskoka Lakes)
3. Orion Media
top non-government employers:
1.
BWX Technologies
2.
Marriott International (Muskoka Lakes)
3.
Orion Media
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Job Seekers
The
following
section
Job
Seekers

assesses economic indicators in determining the relative health of
theThe
Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region
in terms
of the inemployment
outlook
youth,
following section assesses
economic
indicators
determining the
relativefor
health
of theincluding
unemployment,
employment,
labour
participation
as well
as underemployment
Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region inand
terms
of theforce
employment
outlookrate,
for youth,
including
and
employmentemployment,
type trends.and labour force participation rate, as well as underemployment
unemployment,
and employment type trends.

Quick Facts: Muskoka-Kawarthas Labour Force and Youth14
Indicator

Estimate

Rate

Working Age Population (15+ Years)

317,625

--

Labour Force

183,615

57.8%

Employment Labour

169,450

55.9%

Unemployed Labour

14,170

7.7%

Youth in Muskoka-Kawarthas (15-29 Years)

58,980

2.3% of Ontario’s
Youth

Employment and Labour Force Participation15

15
Employment
and Labour
Force
Participation
Broad labour market
indicators show
mixed
labour market conditions in the Muskoka-Kawarthas

Broad
labour
market
indicators
mixed labour
marketaconditions
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region.
At the
end of
Q2 2019,show
Muskoka-Niagara
reported
quarterly employment
increase
from 50.1%
to end
52.4%,
slightly
below
the three-year average
of 53.5%.
Muskoka-Kawarthas’
Region.
At the
of Q2
2019,
Muskoka-Niagara
reported
a quarterly
employment increase
unemployment
rate
decreased
to
5.4%
in
Q2
2019,
down
from
a
seasonal
high
at 8.1% at the
from 50.1% to 52.4%, slightly below the three-year average of 53.5%. Muskoka-Kawarthas’
end of Q1 2019rate
(down
from the Census
2016
withathe
provincial
unemployment
decreased
to 5.4%
in estimate),
Q2 2019, compared
down from
seasonal
high at 8.1% at
unemployment
at
5.4%
and
national
at
5.5%.
Muskoka-Kawarthas
experiences
high
the end of Q1 2019 (down from the Census 2016 estimate), compared with variability
the provincial
in the monthly unemployment rate due to seasonality trends largely influenced by Retail Trade
unemployment at 5.4% and national at 5.5%. Muskoka-Kawarthas experiences high variability
(typically low in December at 3-5%).
in the monthly unemployment rate due to seasonality trends largely influenced by Retail
Trade (typically low in December at 3-5%).
The rates for both quarterly average participation (54.6%) and employment (51.4%) have seen
mild declines from their peaks in 2017 at 60% and 57%, respectively.
The rates for both quarterly average participation (54.6%) and employment (51.4%) have
seen mild declines from their peaks in 2017 at 60% and 57%, respectively.
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Employment and Labour Force Participation Rate in Muskoko-Kawarthas Region
Monthly, June 2016-June 2019

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0293-01 Labour force characteristics by economic region, three-month moving average.

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0293-01 Labour force characteristics by economic
region, three-month moving average.

The youth unemployment rate has continued to follow a significant downward trend, indicating
its
of unemployment
decreased
in recent
years, from
14.6% intrend,
2014indicating
to 9.8% in
Theprevalence
youth unemployment
rate hashas
continued
to follow
a significant
downward
2017
(most recent
data availablehas
for decreased
youth in the
its prevalence
of unemployment
in region).
recent years, from 14.6% in 2014 to 9.8% in

2017 (most recent data available for youth in the region).

underemploYment

In
addition to unemployment, a rising concern in both Canada and Ontario is the phenomena
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is the
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16
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who
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the early 1990s.17

Employment Type

In terms of employment composition, the Muskoka-Kawarthas labour market has shown a shift
toward part-time employment in recent years but was marked by a divergent trend with full-time
employment leading growth. At the end of Q2 2019, there was 139,700 full-time workers and
37,600 part-time workers in Muskoka-Kawarthas. These figures bring the Region’s full-time
employment rate to 78.8% and part-time employment rate to 21.2%. Of those employed in the
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emploYment tYpe
In terms of employment composition, the Muskoka-Kawarthas labour market has shown a shift
toward part-time employment in recent years but was marked by a divergent trend with fulltime employment leading growth. At the end of Q2 2019, there was 139,700 full-time workers
and 37,600 part-time workers in Muskoka-Kawarthas. These figures bring the Region’s fulltime employment rate to 78.8% and part-time employment rate to 21.2%. Of those employed
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region, 26,085 workers identified as self-employed resulting in a
relatively high self-employment rate at 15.4%, compared to a provincial rate at 12.5%.18
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Employment Service and Social assistance
The Ontario government has signaled an extensive transformation of its employment
services and social assistance measures with the goals of improving employment outcomes
and providing businesses with the right talent when and where they need it. Some of these
measures include integrating social assistance employment services into Employment Ontario
(EO), introducing a new competitive, local service delivery model, and ensuring employment
services work effectively alongside other government services.19 With those goals in mind, the
following section highlights the current landscape of employment services and social assistance,
where gaps may lie, and opportunities for improvement under the transformation.

Employment Service Programs
Employment service programs in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region include multiple locally
focused employment services and assistance supports for those seeking to enter or transition
in the labour market. This section provides an analysis of program outcomes, financial
allocations, and expenditures of five major programs in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region from
2016 to 2018.

The five major programs include:

• Employment Service (ES): ES is a part of the Employment Ontario (EO) suite of programs
and aims to help Ontarians attain employment by providing access to employment
services and supports. EO is the primary employment and training network in the province,
providing programs and services across employment and training, apprenticeship,
foundational skills, and labour market development. The majority of these programs are
delivered through third-party, community-based service providers.

•

Ontario Works (OW): OW helps those that are in financial need through financial
assistance and employment assistance including income support, health benefits,
employment training and education ; in order to receive support from OW, an individual
must be a resident of Ontario, need funds right away to help pay for basic needs, and be
willing to take part in job search activities.

• Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP): ODSP offers financial assistance, benefits,
and employment supports for clients with disabilities; in order to receive ODSP income
support, an individual must be a resident of Ontario, demonstrate financial need, and meet
the program’s definition of a person with a disability.

•

Ontario Employment Assistance Service (OEAS): OEAS is a program inherited by the
province from the federal government when Labour Market Development Agreement was
introduced in 2007. The OEAS service provider network includes employment services for
persons with disabilities, including job development placements, assessment, job coaching,
assessment for disability-related, and more.

•

Youth Job Connection (YJC): YJC is a program open to all eligible youth and offers
a variety of services to help youth learn about jobs and gain work experience; the
program serves youth aged 15-29 who experience multiple and/or complex barriers to
employment by providing more intensive support beyond traditional job search and
placement opportunities, including paid pre-employment training to promote jobreadiness, job matching and placements, mentorship services, and education and work
transitions supports.
20

readiness, job matching and placements, mentorship services, and education and work

Service
Coverage
transitions
supports. in the muskoka-kawarthas Region
Service Coverage in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region

Estimates based on the 2016 Census:
Working
Age
Population:
317,625
Estimates
based
on 2016 Census:
Youth
Population:
58,980317,625
Working
Age Population:
Youth Population:
58,980
Labour
Force Participation:
57.8% (183,615)
Labour
Force
Participation:
57.8%
(183,615)
Unemployed: 7.7% (14,170)
Unemployed: 7.7% (14,170)

Annual Average Service Provider Coverage in Muskoka-Kawarthas
Average
Coverage

Average
Coverage of
Population
(%)

Average
Coverage of
Labour Force
(%)

Average
Coverage of
Unemployed (%)

ES

5,500

1.73%

3%

38.8%

OEAS

100

0.03%

0.05%

0.7%

YJC

500

0.16%

0.3%

3.5%

OW (includes
Cases and
Adults)*

6,500 cases
7,220 adults

4.3%

7.5%

45.9% cases
51% adults

12,270 cases
14,300 adults

8.4%

14.5%

86.6% cases
101% adults

ODSP - with
Disability

1,645

0.52%

0.90%

11.6%

ODSP - no
Disability

2,440

0.77%

1.33%

17.2%

ODSP
(includes
Cases and
Adults)*

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
*Note:
CasesEmployment
and Adult numbers
account for
all on-goinghttp://www.eo-geohub.com/.
cases and may exceed total unemployed in one year.
Source:
Ontario
Geo-Hub:

*Note: Cases and Adult numbers account for all on-going cases and may exceed total
unemployed in one year.
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outComes In the muskokA-kAWArthAs regIon
The following section analyzes outcomes among three different employment service programs
to compare outcomes variation between different offerings:
• ES: a focus on general employment services
Outcomes•inOEAS:
the Muskoka-Kawarthas
a focus on services forRegion
those with disabilities
The following
analyzes
outcomes
different employment service programs
• section
YJC: a focus
on services
foramong
youth three
with barriers

to compare outcomes variation between different offerings:
on general
employment
services
! ES: a focus
Employment
outcomes
vary among
the three
service programs over the same time period.
OEAS: a focus
on of
services
those withthree
disabilities
! employment
The
status
clientsfor
is recorded
months after completing a program and
a focus on services for youth with barriers
! YJC:below.
compared

Employment
vary among
theective”
three service
programs
over
the same
time
period. Thewith
YJC mayoutcomes
be considered
more “eff
in terms
of helping
clients
attain
employment,
employment
statusemployment
of clients is recorded
three
months
after completing
program
andto ES at 43%
the average
attainment
rate
at approximately
49%,a in
contrast
compared
below.with an employment attainment rate of 35%. This is a stark difference compared
and OEAS
to other regions where ES has demonstrated as the more effective program by employment
YJC may
rate. be considered more “effective” in terms of helping clients attain employment, with the

average employment attainment rate at approximately 49%, in contrast to ES at 43% and OEAS
with an
employment
attainment
rate
of 35%. This
is a appear
stark difference
compared
to other with the
Among
all three
programs,
employment
rates
either stable
or increasing,
regions
where
ES has demonstrated
as thefor
more
effective
program byinemployment
rate.placement
OEAS
containing
the most potential
areas
of improvement
its employment
rates.

Among all three programs, employment rates appear either stable or increasing, with the OEAS
containing the most potential for areas of improvement in its employment placement rates.

Employment Rate Three Months Post-Program
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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fInAnCIAl AlloCAtIon And expendItures
As
the largest
service and
program
in the region, ES receives a significant portion of funding to
Financial
Allocation
Expenditures
employment
services.
The ES
an average
8.8-9.7
million
dollars to
each fiscal
As the largest service
program
in program
the region,spent
ES receives
a significant
portion
of funding
year,
while OEAS
andThe
YJC
muchspent
less funding
allocated,
with roughly
$ 0.43
million
employment
services.
EShad
program
an average
8.8-9.7 million
dollars each
fiscal
year, and
$2.4
in annual
expenditures,
respectively.
ES and$ OEAS
spentand
the$2.4
majority of
while million
OEAS and
YJC had
much less funding
allocated,Both
with roughly
0.43 million
their
through
2016-2018,
while YJCBoth
consistently
underspent
delivering
their
youthmillionfunds
in annual
expenditures,
respectively.
ES and OEAS
spent theinmajority
of their
funds
focused
services. while YJC consistently underspent in delivering their youth-focused
through 2016-2018,
services.
Improving delivery in ES services may be an opportunity in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region as
Improving delivery
in ESto
services
may be anover
opportunity
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region as rates
allocated
funds seem
have increased
the 2016-2018
period, while employment
allocated
funds
seem
to
have
increased
over
the
2016-2018
period,
while
employment
have shown no significant improvement and are abnormally below those of YJC.rates
have shown no significant improvement and are abnormally below those of YJC.

Financial Allocations and Expenditures
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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expendIture per hIre
The average expenditure per client hire by ES lies at approximately $3,900 per successful hire,
much less than those by OEAS at $12,600 per hire and YJC providers at $13,000 per hire.
OEAS has successfully decreased its expenditure per hire from $17,900 in 2016 to $12,600
in 2018 - falling
Expenditure
perbelow
Hire YJC for the first time - while the numbers for YJC have continued to
increase
from
$7,900 toper
$13,000
the
time
The
average
expenditure
client in
hire
bysame
ES lies
at period.
approximately $3,900 per successful hire,

much less than those by OEAS at $12,600 per hire and YJC providers at $13,000 per hire.
OEAS has successfully decreased its expenditure per hire from $17,900 in 2016 to $12,600 in
2018 - falling below YJC for the first time - while the numbers for YJC have continued to
increase from $7,900 to $13,000 in the same time period.

Average Expenditure per Hire in Muskoka-Kawarthas Region
Across ES, OEAS, and YJC Programs

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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CompArAtIve regIonAl AnAlYsIs: expendIture
The following section explores regional variation in expenditure per hire among the three
major service programs, revealing high variability in OEAS and YJC.

Comparative Regional Analysis: Expenditure

ES
Comparative
Regional
Expenditure
The
following section
explores
regional variation in expenditure per hire among the three major
•service
All three
periods demonstrate
variation
in comparative
programs,
revealing highsimilar
variability
in OEAS
and YJC. expenditure per hire of the ES
program, with as much as a $1,000 difference per hire (between Peel and Muskoka-Kawarthas
ES Comparative Regional Expenditure
Region).
! All three periodsRegion
demonstrate
similar
variation
in hire
comparative
expenditure
• Muskoka-Kawarthas
spent the
most
on each
at $4,000
in 2018. per hire of the

!

ES program, with as much as a $1,000 difference per hire (between Peel and MuskokaKawarthas Region).
Muskoka-Kawarthas Region spent the most on each hire at $4,000 in 2018.

ES Average Expenditure per HIre:
Peel, Hamilton-Niagara, and Muskoka-Kawarthas 2016-2018

Source:Employment
EmploymentOntario
OntarioGeo-Hub:
Geo-Hub:http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
Source:

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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oeAs CompArAtIve regIonAl expendIture

• There is a relatively high amount of variation in expenditure per hire between each
OEAS
Regional
Expenditure
regionComparative
and time period
for OEAS.
! There
a relatively high
amount
of variation
expenditure
perinhire
between
eachper
• OEAS
in Peelisexperienced
a rapid
increase
from in
$10,771
per hire
2017
to $19,642
hire inregion
2018. and time period for OEAS.
! OEASOEAS
in Peelexpenditure
experiencedper
a rapid
from $10,771 per
hire in declined
2017 to $19,642
• In contrast,
hire increase
in Muskoka-Kawarthas
steadily
from
per
hire
in
2018.
$17,902 in 2016 to $12,630 in 2018.
! In
contrast, OEAS
expenditure
per hire in Muskoka-Kawarthas
steadily
• OEAS
expenditure
per hire
in Hamilton-Niagara
remained stable and
low declined from
2016
to $12,630 in 2018.
around$17,902
$5,000inper
hire.
! OEAS expenditure per hire in Hamilton-Niagara remained stable and low around $5,000
per hire.

OEAS Average Expenditure per Hire:
Peel, Hamilton-Niagara, and Muskoka-Kawarthas
2016-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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YJC CompArAtIve regIonAl expendIture

• There is a relatively high amount of variation in expenditure per hire between each
•
•

region and time period for YJC.
YJC expenditure per hire increased in all three regions between 2017-2018.
Peel and Muskoka-Kawarthas experience a similar trend across the entire time
period
increasing from
an average
$8,000 per hire in 2016 to $13,000 per hire in 2018.
YJC Comparative
Regional
Expenditure

!

!
!

There is a relatively high amount of variation in expenditure per hire between each
region and time period for YJC.
YJC expenditure per hire increased in all three regions between 2017-2018.
Peel and Muskoka-Kawarthas experience a similar trend across the entire time period
increasing from an average $8,000 per hire in 2016 to $13,000 per hire in 2018.

YJC Average Expenditure per Hire:
Peel, Hamilton-Niagara, and Muskoka-Kawarthas
2016-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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relIAnCe
on
soCIAl
AssIstAnCe
Reliance on
Social
Assistance

Reliance
on social
assistance
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region as measured by the Employment
Reliance
on Social
Assistance
Reliance
on
social
assistance
in decreased
the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region
as
measured
by the
Insurance
has steadily
since its peak in 2010.
Thisas
trend
is reﬂected
Reliance(EI)
on caseload
social assistance
in the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Region
measured
by the
Employment
Insurance
(EI)most
caseload
steadily
since its peak
inJune
2010. This trend
in
both adult and
youth cases,
notablyhas
in the
metro decreased
region of Peterborough.
Since
Employment Insurance (EI) caseload has steadily decreased since its peak in 2010. This trend
is reflected
in both
adult and Insurance
youth cases,
mostfor
notably
in in
thethe
metro
region of Peterborough.
2014,
the average
Employment
caseload
all ages
Muskoka-Kawarthas
is reflected in both adult and youth cases, most notably in the metro region of Peterborough.
Region
was 5.400
cases
month.Employment Insurance caseload for all ages in the MuskokaSince June
2014,
the per
average

Since June 2014, the average Employment Insurance caseload for all ages in the MuskokaKawarthas Region was 5.400 cases per month.
Kawarthas Region was 5.400 cases per month.

Employment Insurance Caseload in Muskoka-Kawartha Region:
All (Age 15+) Monthly, June 2014-June2019

Employment Insurance Caseload in Muskoka-Kawartha Region:
Youth (Age 15+) Monthly, June 2014-June2019

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0323-01 Employment insurance beneficiaries by census division,
monthly, unadjusted for seasonality; FutureFit AI Analysis.
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In contrast, the reliance on provincial employment services and assistance has steadily
increased (by caseload) in the ES program but declined in OEAS and YJC since 2016.

In contrast, the reliance on provincial employment services and assistance has steadily
ES,
OEAS, and YJC Caseload in Muskoka-Kawarthas Region
increased (by caseload) in the ES program but declined in OEAS and YJC since 2016.

Since June 2014, the average EI caseload for youth (15-29 years) in the Muskoka-Kawarthas
Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com.
RegionSource:
was 1,500,
at approximately
28% of the
overall caseload in the Region. Although this
Employment
Ontario Geo-Hub:
http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
rate seems to be steadily decreasing, this youth rate of federal social assistance as measured
by EI is extremely high - compared to 6.3% in Peel and 9.7% in Hamilton-Niagara.

Employment Insurance Caseload in Muskoka-Kawarthas:
Youth (15-29 Years) Monthly, June 2014-June2019

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0323-01 Employment insurance beneficiaries by census division,
Source:
Table AI
14-10-0323-01
Employment insurance beneficiaries by census
monthly, Statistics
unadjusted forCanada.
seasonality; FutureFit
Analysis.
division, monthly, unadjusted for seasonality; FutureFit AI Analysis.
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CompArAtIve regIonAl AnAlYsIs: oW
The
following section
explores
regional variation
Comparative
Regional
Analysis:
OW in program components in the OW program
between
the diff
erent
regions.
Whilevariation
many ofinthe
top components
measure
participations
The following
section
explores
regional
program
components in
the OW by
program
rate
sharethe
similarities,
we identify
key
of variation.
between
different regions.
While some
many of
thepoints
top components
measure by participations rate
share similarities, we identify some key points of variation.

oW program Components and participations across regions:

ProgramJob
Components
and Participations
across
Regions:
•OW
Structured
Search, Basic
Education and
Training,
and Independent Job Search

•

! Structured
Job
Search, Basicactivities
Educationinand
Training,
andHamilton-Niagara.
Independent Job Search
were
the highest
participation
both
Peel and
were the highest participation activities in both Peel and Hamilton-Niagara.
Retaining Employment replaced Basic Education and Training in Muskoka-Kawarthas as a
! Retaining Employment replaced Basic Education and Training in Muskoka-Kawarthas as
top three activity, placing both Basic Education and Training and Job Skills Training in
a top three activity, placing both Basic Education and Training and Job Skills Training in
fifth and sixth place, respectively.
fifth and sixth place, respectively.

OW Program Components: Peel Region % of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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OW Program Components: Hamilton-Niagara Region
% of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source:
Source: Employment
Employment Ontario
Ontario Geo-Hub:
Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

OW Program Components: Muskoka-Kawarthas Region
% of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source:
Source: Employment
Employment Ontario
Ontario Geo-Hub:
Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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CompArAtIve regIonAl AnAlYsIs: odsp
The following section explores regional variation in program components in ODSP between
ODSP
the diffComparative
erent regions to Regional
get a betterAnalysis:
sense of programming
differences and existing gaps for
The
following
section
explores
regional
variation
in
program
ODSP between rate
the
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ODSP Program Components: Peel Region % of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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ODSP Program Components: Hamilton-Niagara Region
% of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

ODSP Program Components: Muskoka-Kawarthas Region
% of Total Participants, 2017-2018

Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
Source: Employment Ontario
Geo-Hub:
http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
Source: Employment
Ontario
Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.
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OEAS Program Overlap with
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Source: Employment Ontario Geo-Hub: http://www.eo-geohub.com/.

OEAS Program Overlap with
OW/ODSP Clients in Muskoka-Kawarthas Of Total Employed
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YJC Program Overlap
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emploYment servICe hIghlIghts
• Reliance on Services:
❍ While the reliance on social assistance at the federal level (EI) has steadily decreased
in both adults and youth since 2010, the caseload of ES clients has increased since 2016
by 4.2%. OEAS and YJC caseloads have decreased over the same period, by 20.6% and
31.2% respectively. The rate of youth cases of federal social assistance (EI) is relatively
high at 28% of the total caseload, compared to 6.3% in the Peel Region and 9.7% in
Hamilton-Niagara.

• Employment Outcomes:
❍ The YJC Program demonstrates the highest employment outcomes in Muskoka-

•

•

•

Kawarthas at an average 49%, higher than ES at 43% and OEAS at 35%, in contrast to
other regions where ES held the highest employment rates. Employment outcomes
three months after the programs ended stayed relatively stable or increased slightly
over 2016-2018.
Financial Expenditures:
❍ Financial allocations and expenditures increased in the ES program between 20162018, while its employment rates did not show any significant improvement and we
abnormally below those of YJC. OEAS decreased its expenditure per hire from $17,900
to $12,600, falling below YJC for the first time over the time period.
Program Delivery:
❍ OEAS and YJC Program clients show high overlap with OW / ODSP at 40.7% and
54.4% respectively, while ES Program clients overlapped with OW / ODSP at a lower
rate of 20.5%.
Youth Needs:
❍ Revisiting the program components and targeting of the YJC program for youthspecific needs may reduce the inefficiency of program delivery through multiple
programs and the program overlap at a high rate of over 54.4. Youth programming
may be especially important in the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region due to its relatively
high reliance on federal social assistance allocated to youth.
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Conclusion
The province of Ontario invests over $1.2 billion in employment support and skills development
every year. Our analysis on the Muskoka-Kawarthas Region finds, however, that despite the
significant investment, parts of Ontario’s workforce system is ineffective, inefficient, layered,
and fragmented among a variety of employment programs. Specifically, it does not appear
well-suited for the needs of our youth today whom may require extra assistance to prepare
effectively for the work of the future.
Muskoka-Kawarthas’ industrial composition, employment landscape, and skill needs are in
shift. Compared to other regions in Ontario, Muskoka-Kawarthas is highly reliant on more
volatile, low-skill industries such as Retail Trade and Accommodation and Food Services.
Some of the traditional industries of youth employment are also in decline, meaning youth
may experience more temporary and part-time employment and possible underemployment
following their education.
Below we’ve identified five core themes of insight related to improving Ontario employment
services for the future of work, along with a set of recommendations largely aligned with
recommendations by the 2016 and 2018 Auditor General Reports. In the case of the MuskokaKawarthas Region, these themes should be considered in the context of its employment
bases and evolving retraining needs in Retail Trade, Health Care and Social Assistance, and
Manufacturing.
Theme 1: Enable an adaptable, demand-driven system designed for transitions
This report has emphasized that both significant structural and cyclical forces are at play in
creating a rapidly changing labour market. Industrial bases, occupations, and skill requirements
now change at a frequent pace. The age of automation and digitalization creates a world
where today’s youth may need to change occupations multiple times, requiring continual
educational and training supports, transition supports, and relocation programs.
Theme 2: Use labour market information for tailored programming
Those who work in program design and delivery should be armed with a robust set of tools
that allow them to easily access timely labour market information to better anchor core
program components to what’s currently needed in the market. Having data is not enough
-- tools must be designed so that it becomes readily available to those that need it most.
From program design to individual support for clients should be supplemented with quality,
consistent, and the available information.
Theme 3: Improved data collection and sharing between programs
Better data collection on long-term outcomes (i.e. beyond three-month employment) and
impact assessments on employment (i.e. could they have found the job without the program?)
would provide greater transparency into actual program impact. Sharing data between
programs may assist program delivery to those that are served by multiple programs at one
time. This would allow better and closer collaboration between the different programs with
similar service offerings.
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Theme 4: Address youth specific program needs in skills development
A focus on youth means providing them with the proper skills they’ll need to excel in rapidly
changing environments - not just what’s required for a set occupation. A modern workforce
system must align flexible upskilling and reskilling supports across a broad range of skills,
including human, technical and professional. Youth, in particular, may need additional guidance
on human skills training due to their growing demand by employers. Further, supports beyond
classroom style training that include work-integrated learning environments are suggested in
order to solve a growing “experience mismatch” between youth and employer.
Theme 5: Ensure flexible and continuous supports beyond initial employment
In a rapidly shifting labour market, those that face additional barriers, such as youth or those
with disabilities, may not only require supports to enter the labour force, but will likely require
continuous assistance throughout the careers. Youth are expected to hold as many as 15
different jobs in their career, and those with disabilities often face both mental and emotional
challenges as they re-enter the labour force.20 These challenges are often addressed in
employment programs, but not eliminated entirely. Having to navigate more job transitions
will require supports that ensure flexible programming that address evolving workforce needs,
such as alumni offerings, mentorship, and partnership offerings to employers.
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Appendix 1: Glossary
of Key Terms
Appendix:
Glossary
of Key Terms
Term

Definition

Automation Potential

Refers to the composition of a certain job in terms of the
percentage of tasks, skills, etc. that might be highly
likely to be automated within the next 10-15 years. See
Box 1.

Cyclical Economic Force

A force in the economy that is sensitive to the business
cycle, such that outcomes are more favourable in
periods of economic prosperity and expansion and are
less favourable in periods of economic downturn and
contraction. Contrasts a structural force.

Employer Demand

For the context of this report, employer demand is
estimated by the count of unique job postings for an
occupation in a specific range of time.

Employment

Employed persons are those who do any work for pay
or profit or had a job and were absent from work.

Employment Rate

(employment/population ratio) Number of employed
persons expressed as a percentage of the population
15 years of age and over. The employment rate for a
particular group (i.e. youth) is the number employed in
that group expressed as a percentage of the population
for that group.

Employment Type

Full-time or part-time work schedule. Full-time
employment consists of persons who usually work 30
hours or more per week at their main or only job. Parttime employment consists of persons who usually work
less than 30 hours per week at their main or only job.

Gig Economy

A gig economy is a free market system in which
temporary positions are common and organizations
contract with independent workers for short-term
engagements; mostly refers to the evolving economy of
temporary work and employment facilitated by
technological change.

Human Skills

Skills that require a human-to-human element in
effectively getting work done; includes skills like
Communication, Teamwork, or Collaboration.

Industry

General nature of the business carried out in the
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temporary work and employment facilitated by
technological change.
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Human Skills

Skills that require a human-to-human element in
effectively getting work done; includes skills like
Communication, Teamwork, or Collaboration.

Industry

General nature of the business carried out in the
establishment where the person worked (main job only),
based on the 2011 North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS).

Knowledge Economy

The knowledge economy is the use of knowledge to
create goods and services. In particular, it refers to a
high portion of skilled workers in the economy of a
locality, country, or the world, and the idea that most
jobs require specialized skills.

Labour Force

Civilian non-institutional population 15 years of age and
over who are employed or unemployed.

Labour Force Participation
Rate

Total labour force expressed as a percentage of the
population aged 15 years and over. The participation
rate for a particular group (i.e. youth) is the labour force
in that group expressed as a percentage of the
population for that group.

Next Step Occupation

Occupations that represent logical transitions from a
selected occupation based on similar skill,
education and experience requirements.

Professional Skills

Skills that are specialized and required for a specific
occupation; includes skills like Accounting, Customer
Service, or Forklift Operation.

Structural Economic Force

A force in the economy that, if changed, may shift the
basic ways a market or economy functions or operates
due to its dynamic nature. Contrasts a cyclical force.

Technical Skills

Skills that require a human-to-machine element in
effectively getting work done; includes skills like
Microsoft Excel, Python, or SQL.

Technological Displacement

The loss of or disruption to jobs caused by technological
change. It is a key type of structural unemployment.

Underemployment

The condition when those who may be employed are
not fully utilizing their skills, education, or availability to
work.

Unemployment

Unemployed persons are those who are available for
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Technological Displacement

The loss of or disruption to jobs caused by technological
change. It is a key type of structural unemployment.

Underemployment

The condition when those who may be employed are
not fully utilizing their skills, education, or availability to
work.

Unemployment

Unemployed persons are those who are available for
work and are either on temporary layoff, had looked for
work in the past four weeks or had a job to start within
the next four weeks.

Unemployment Rate

Number of unemployed persons expressed as a
percentage of the labour force. The unemployment rate
for a particular group (i.e. youth) is the number
unemployed in that group expressed as a percentage of
the labour force for that group.

Wage Scarring

The deterioration of labour market prospects stemming
directly from an initial spell of unemployment is
sometimes termed a 'scar'; and can come in the form of
either higher unemployment or a lower subsequent
wage or a combination of both.
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